SOLUTION BRIEF

Move Beyond the Shortcomings of
Encryption with ALTR
ALTR eliminates the false sense of security created by
encryption solutions
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Move Beyond the Shortcomings of Encryption with ALTR

Lack of Adoption and
Requirement

too much of a hit to performance and availability. Encryption

Even with the prevalence of encryption products on the mar-

datasets. The more data used, the more massive the process-

ket, one of the biggest problems for encryption is the fact that
it’s often not used in business. A surprising amount of sensitive corporate data is completely unencrypted. Only 45% of
enterprises report applying encryption consistently across
their organization, and more than 90% of IoT communications
within enterprises are completely unencrypted.
Many assume encryption is required by recent privacy law
changes. In actuality, there are few laws and regulations in
place that explicitly require encryption, despite the popular
misconception. Regulations like GDPR (the EU’s General Data
Protection Regulation) and CCPA (the California Consumer Privacy Act) have impacted organizations across industries and
the world, and while both call for using reasonable measures

can impact the usage of data too much, stifling workloads
and creating performance bottlenecks, especially with larger
ing load — and the cost.
Another problem? Data is often decrypted for use and then
left unprotected when developers, marketers, or data scientists working with data decrypt and copy it somewhere unprotected — often in the cloud. Given the choice of security or
speed and ease, users typically opt for speed.
Encryption can work in simple scenarios where data isn’t used
often (like in cold storage), and isn’t shared often (minimizing key management pains). It also works better for data that
doesn’t have long-lived value to thieves. With encryption, the
source (sensitive) data is still there within the encrypted value.
This is why it’s still dangerous — it can be broken and accessed

to protect data, both fall short of specifically requiring it.

later. Encrypted datasets can be brute-force decrypted over

However, it’s important to remember laws and requirements

lem as quantum computing becomes more accessible.

are written from a position of common language and known
technologies, and the intent and spirit of the requirements are
the most important aspect. As for CCPA, the language reads:

time or when technology becomes available — a serious prob-

Simple, performant protection

“Any consumer whose nonencrypted or nonredacted person-

The solution is to find a powerful way to protect data that is

al information…”, and the GDPR mentions “pseudonymization

so painless to implement that your organization doesn’t even

and encryption.” Ultimately, the solution does not have to be

realize it’s in place. It can’t affect performance, it needs to be

encryption.

usable for the business, and it must not have a key that can

The Costs of Encryption

be stolen.
ALTR makes it possible for organizations to keep sensitive

Even in organizations where encryption is available and actu-

data secure — simply, cost-effectively, and without creating

ally used, there are several common reasons end-users break

bottlenecks.

the system. Encryption comes at a cost that can make it imALTR offers a comprehensive suite of services designed to mit-

practical to use.

igate the risk of direct access to data. Sensitive data is stored
Managing keys is complex and performing decryption can be
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How ALTR Addresses the Top Five Human Threats to Data

distributed datastore based on blockchain technology. ALTR

may still be encrypted, but the entire dataset is right there

monitors all data requested and accessed, providing a re-

on the server waiting to be stolen. Because ALTR is so perfor-

al-time immutable audit trail. This means no one can put the

mant, this workaround isn’t necessary.

data back together without going on the record.
When referring to ALTR’s unique approach to security UHY, ALWhile encryption puts a lockbox around your source data, the

TR’s compliance service provider, says, “As a consultant, [we]

sensitive date is still inside and able to be accessed down the

have the privilege of meeting and seeing clients in many dif-

line. Unlike encryption, ALTR has no keys or maps to steal and

ferent industries and in various states of distress related to

can’t be broken with math, now or in the future. By using toke-

cybersecurity … We see numerous successful strategies and

nization, ALTR ensures there is no source data to access — the

products that are helping our clients meet compliance objec-

tokens are useless to would-be thieves.

tives and improving their security postures. We’ve seen the
success of one of our own clients providing a security solu-

ALTR’s protection is conveniently available as a service, mean-

tion that is easing compliance obligations in healthcare, card

ing security can be applied anywhere across multiple parties

payments, and privacy in ALTR. We believe all our clients with

without compromise. Similar to the tokenization that is used

compliance and data protection obligations should explore

in the payment industry, ALTR’s superior performance and

the ALTR solution as a solution with strong possibilities for

speed is ideal for transactional data, and added governance

reducing scope and reducing risk in the organization.”

capabilities ensures that data can’t be accessed or copied
without express permission.

For most businesses, encryption can simply be too costly,
complex, and vulnerable. ALTR offers security-conscious or-

ALTR also protects data in other instances where encryption

ganizations a simple and superior alternative to encryption.

solutions may leave it vulnerable. Encryption often exposes
data in use because you can’t operate on encrypted data. To

Contact us to learn more about how we can help your organi-

get around this, many encryption products decrypt the data

zation move past the inherent problems with encryption.

and hold it in memory, leaving it unprotected. The stored data
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